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With the Control4 advanced temperature control, a 
keypad near your door can automatically signal 
when you leave to adjust the temperature           
accordingly, saving time and energy. 
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With Control4 lighting, your lights can easily be  
programmed so that they come on as needed.  Also, 
using Control4 dimmers can greatly reduce the 
amount of energy used and therefore, will increase 
the life of your bulbs. 
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With the Control4 home automation products, there 
is no denying that your life can be easy and  
eco-friendly. 
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With one simple Control4 remote you can easily 
access all of your movie and digital music from any 
room in your home. Control4 has energy saving  
wireless outlet switches which automatically cut 
power to A/V devices when not in use. 
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Studies show a significant difference between 
the air quality in homes that have Beam Central 
Vacuums versus homes that have conventional 
vacuums 
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Beam Central Vacuum systems have up five 
times more power than conventional vacuums, 
which allows for it to remove dust, pollen, mites 
and other allergens vs. the conventional  
vacuum which can just re-circulate the  
allergens.. 
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A study done at University of California at Davis 
concluded that  persons who suffered from 
allergy, sleep, nasal, and eye issues and used 
the Beam Central Vacuum system, showed an 
average of  50% improvement of these symp-
toms  compared to the others who used a  
conventional vacuum 
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The Beam Central Vacuum System has  
self-cleaning Gore-Tex filter which is key in 
catching those small particles and allergens 
which conventional vacuums cannot. 
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The new Essentia EG6 (Coming Soon!) is 
one of the industry’s most  
energy-efficient whole house audio  
system. 
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The Essential EG6 has six audio inputs 
and up to six different zones, or rooms of 
music.  (Expandable to up to 12 zones) 
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This audio system is a four source, four 
zone system that has the capability to be 
expanded up to eight zones.   
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Both the Simplese and the Essentia  
systems have keypad control for each 
zone or room.  There is a built -in IR  
receiver for each keypad.  The NuVo  
systems make whole house audio  
convenient and simple. 
 
Be sure to ask about the great NuVo 
speakers we have to offer to go with the 
Simplese  or Essentia system. 


